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Background: Nuclear fission is a complex large-amplitude collective decay mode in heavy nuclei. Microscopic
density functional studies of fission have previously concentrated on adiabatic approaches based on constrained
static calculations ignoring dynamical excitations of the fissioning nucleus, and the daughter products.
Purpose: We explore the ability of dynamic mean-field methods to describe induced fission processes, using
quadrupole boosts in the nuclide 240Pu as an example.
Methods: Following upon the work presented in Ref. [1], quadrupole-constrained Hartree-Fock calculations are
used to create a potential energy surface. An isomeric state and a state beyond the second barrier peak are
excited by means of instantaneous as well as temporally extended gauge boosts with quadrupole shapes. The
subsequent deexcitation is studied in a time-dependent Hartree-Fock simulation, with emphasis on fissioned final
states. The corresponding fission fragment mass numbers are studied.
Results: In general, the energy deposited by the quadrupole boost is quickly absorbed by the nucleus. In
instantaneous boosts, this leads to fast shape rearrangements and violent dynamics that can ultimately lead to
fission. This is a qualitatively different process than the deformation-induced fission. Boosts induced within a
finite time window excite the system in a relatively gentler way, and do induce fission but with a smaller energy
deposition.
Conclusions: The fission products obtained using boost-induced fission in time-dependent Hartree-Fock are
more asymmetric than the fragments obtained in deformation-induced fission, or the corresponding adiabatic
approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Induced fission processes are of particular practical rel-
evance in a variety of environments, ranging from energy
production to nuclear waste disposal and astrophysics [2–
7]. Experimental data are necessary to access observables
such as mass yields or excitation energies, of the fission
process in a wide range of isotopes. Where no experi-
mental data are available, however, a robust, predictive
theory is still needed. In contrast to traditional models
that require phenomenological input, theoretical studies
based on microscopic inputs provide invaluable informa-
tion on qualitatively relevant aspects of fission, e.g., new
fission modes [8, 9].
The theoretical description of the induced fission pro-
cess is often discussed within a Bohr and Wheeler frame-
work [10]. At a first stage, one assumes that a nu-
cleus is excited by the absorption of an incident neutron.
The corresponding compound nucleus subsequently de-
cays and breaks into two (or more) fragments that, in
turn, decay to their respective ground states in a variety
of ways. Phenomenological models based on these ideas
have been successful at describing different aspects of fis-
sion phenomena, see Refs. [11–15] for recent advances.
Ideally, a microscopic description of the fission pro-
cess should start by accounting the individual existence
of neutrons and protons, as well as their interactions.
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Because of the large-amplitude nature of the fission pro-
cess and the rapid timescales associated with it, individ-
ual and collective dynamics need to be considered ex-
plicitly. Starting at this microscopic level and building
the description of the fission process from the ground
up in a time-dependent theory, one should, in princi-
ple, account for quantal and dissipative processes, fluc-
tuations, correlations, and dynamical effects that semi-
phenomenological models can only include in an ad hoc
manner. Nuclear density functional theory in its time-
dependent formulation, which we hereafter call Time-
Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF), is a good starting
point for such a microscopic theory of fission phenom-
ena [1, 16–18].
On the one hand, advances in computational power al-
low for relatively straightforward calculations of ground
states, including, if necessary, shape constraints of
heavy and superheavy nuclei in fully unrestricted three-
dimensional (3D) geometry [19–21]. This approach pro-
vides access to a potential energy surface (PES) that is
dictated by the energy density functional (EDF) alone
[15, 22–25]. On the other hand, simulations of the un-
restricted time evolution of nuclei are now possible with
a variety of TDHF solvers [1, 16–18]. Consequently, one
can now take predictions of the PES as starting points
in a dynamical evolution that mimics a fission process,
taking into account both single-particle and collective dy-
namics. This represents a step forward from the tradi-
tional picture based on adiabatic approaches.
The TDHF approach, however, presents a number of
limitations, and the simulated fission processes should
thus only be considered as proxies of the actual fissioning
2system. The correct time evolution of heavy nuclei should
incorporate pairing correlations, and hence a superfluid
description is desirable [17, 26, 27]. Symmetry break-
ing and multi-configurational correlations lie beyond the
scope of TDHF [28, 29], but are relevant for the mass re-
gion of interest for fission. The final fragments obtained
within such an approach do not have integer mass num-
bers, and projection into good particle number is needed
if meaningful mass distributions are to be extracted from
simulations [17, 30]. Perhaps more importantly, collec-
tive tunneling is not explicitly incorporated in the theory
and one is therefore hampered in predicting realistic fis-
sion life-times [31].
In spite of these shortcomings, the combination of
shape-restricted ground-state calculations together with
dynamical TDHF simulations provides significant insight
into the fission process. In a previous publication, we
have used this approach to study the pre- and postscis-
sion dynamics of 240Pu [1]. In quadrupole-constrained
calculations, we identified three regions of the PES with
very different dynamics. First, below the second barrier
maximum, fission is forbidden within TDHF time scales.
Time-evolved states exhibit complex oscillatory dynam-
ics in line with giant resonances [32]. One can thus in-
terpret the evolution in the forbidden region as rapid
oscillatory motion around local minima in a generalized
PES.
Second, as deformation increases shortly after the max-
imum in the PES, fission still does not occur within the
time scale of a TDHF calculation. Dynamical simulations
in this region show large-amplitude oscillations, with the
nucleus slowly exploring a range of deformation param-
eters. We interpret these oscillations as pre-scission vi-
brations, driven by the Coulomb interaction between two
lobes of the compound nucleus. In spite of their relative
violent nature, these vibrations cannot fission the nucleus
within time scales of 103 − 104 fm/c, possibly owing to
the lack of freedom in exploring possible pathways caused
by the lack of pairing correlations [17].
Third, we observe that fission is allowed in dynamical
calculations beyond the crossing of the one- and the two-
fragment pathways in the PES. Energetic arguments ex-
plain the appearance of this allowed region within TDHF.
The deformation-induced fission (DIF) process in the al-
lowed region can be interpreted as a surrogate of spon-
taneous fission. The initial states of the dynamics rep-
resent, to some extent, different post-tunneling config-
urations in the PES. While their dynamics should be
influenced by pairing and correlation effects, the mere
fact that different kinds of fragments are obtained dy-
namically as the outer section of the PES is explored
highlights the importance of non-adiabatic effects in this
process.
We use the same numerical framework devised to treat
the pre-fissioned state to analyze the properties of the
outgoing fission fragments. DIF fragments are more
asymmetric than the fission products predicted with the
corresponding adiabatic, two-fragment pathway. The to-
tal excitation energy of the fission process can be deter-
mined by either extrapolating the total collective kinetic
energy, or comparing the (excited) fragment energies to
their ground-state counterparts. Moreover, slowing down
the corresponding fragments using a Galilean boost, we
study their internal excitations and determine their cor-
responding excitation spectra. All these technical devel-
opments, summarized in Ref. [1] and explained in detail
in Ref. [32], allow for a detailed study of the fission pro-
cess, from the prefission to the postscission phase, within
a single coherent theoretical framework.
This paper is concerned with investigating methods
which induce fission for initial configurations where the
process is either forbidden or inhibited within the time
scale of TDHF. This is referred to as boost-induced fis-
sion (BIF), in contrast to the cases of DIF presented in
our previous paper [1]. In the same spirit, we are not so
much concerned with the detailed predictive power of our
approach. Instead, we want to explore the potential of
dynamical calculations in the context of induced fission
reactions. To this end, we consider two different energy-
deposition processes that will mimic an initial excitation
of the pre-scission system.
Large-amplitude collective motion may be induced by
applying an external field to the system. A reasonable
choice for this external field is one which will provide a
quadrupole excitation, in line with Refs. [33, 34]. The
choice of a quadrupole shape is motivated by the knowl-
edge that fission requires at least in part an increase in
quadrupole deformation. Hence, we apply a quadrupole
gaugelike transformation to excite nonfissioning states
into a fissioned configuration. First, we study exter-
nal excitation fields which are applied instantaneously,
and thus mimic quick energy depositions. We also ana-
lyze energy depositions that are simulated with a time-
dependent profile. We are not particularly concerned
with the physical mechanism causing the energy depo-
sition. Naively, instantaneous quadrupole boosts are re-
lated to fast deformation-inducing processes, e.g., high-
energy particle absorption. In contrast, time-modulated
quadrupole boosts induce slow shape changes. In an over-
simplistic picture that does not consider geometrical as-
pects, one could associate these with slow, thermal neu-
trons which are absorbed by a slowly rearranging nucleus.
We note that excited initial states can also be useful in
the framework of β-delayed fission processes, where one
envisages an excited daughter nucleus as a starting point
of the fission process [8, 35, 36].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give
a brief review of the numerical implementation of the
BIF approach. Section III discusses the fission process
generated by instantaneous quadrupole boosts, whereas
Sec. IV is focused on time-dependent energy deposition.
We analyze the masses of the fission products in Sec. V.
Concluding remarks and an outline for future research
are given in Sec. VI.
3II. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION
As in our previous paper, we use the fission benchmark
isotope 240Pu [31]. Data for the spontaneous [37, 38] and
induced [39] fission of this isotope is available. The tech-
nical implementation of our ground-state and dynamical
calculations is the same as in Ref. [1], with further de-
tails provided in Ref. [32]. Arbitrarily quadrupole shape-
constrained ground-states have been obtained by means
of an augmented Lagrangian method [40] with a suit-
able masking procedure. The SkM∗ effective interaction
is used throughout [41]. The grid used in static calcula-
tions has 403 points, ranging from −19.5 to 19.5 fm in the
x, y, and z directions. Time-dependent calculations were
performed in a grid of 48 × 48 × 160 points from −23.5
to 23.5 fm in the x and y directions and from −79.5 to
79.5 fm in the z direction.
We include BCS pairing within the static calculation,
using a Volume-δ interaction [19]. The corresponding
ground-state properties are very close to other results in
the literature. The TDHF dynamical evolution is sim-
ulated using the sky3d code [19]. Pairing beyond a
frozen-occupation approximation is not included. The
lack of single-particle occupation rearrangement can lead
to relatively artificial fission fragments. We note, how-
ever, that in this BIF study the pre-scission fragment
is excited energetically and hence pairing effects are ex-
pected to play a smaller role than in the DIF case.
Dynamical nuclear observables are computed by ap-
plying a suitable comoving spatial mask that takes into
account the two-fragment nature of the scissioned prod-
ucts. The periodic nature of our boundaries could po-
tentially cause some artificial effects. Somewhat compu-
tationally expensive methods have been devised to treat
the continuum problem within TDHF [42–44], but they
are not implemented here. In general, we have found
that particle emission plays a very small role. The decay
in total particle number is of the order of 0.1 − 0.2 par-
ticles during the postscission evolution. As a matter of
fact, postscission fragments have fluctuations in particle
number below the 0.05 level when our mask procedure
is implemented. The nearest integer mass numbers thus
obtained are thus free of boundary errors.
III. INSTANTANEOUS BOOSTS
We simulate an excitation of the system by means of
a gauge transformation, eiηφ(r), applied to the initial-
state single-particle wave functions. This corresponds to
a velocity boost which carries the profile ~v ∼ η∇φ(r).
The parameter η determines the intensity of the boost.
Owing to the gauge invariance of the Skyrme and
Coulomb interactions, the boost deposits only collective
kinetic energy [45, 46]. For instantaneous boosts, the ex-
act amount of deposited kinetic energy is easily computed
(see the Appendix). One can thus adjust η to excite the
nucleus with a given amount of collective energy. The
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Slice of the 3D particle density.
The isolines are separated by 0.05 particles/fm3. (b) Current
vectors, j(r), for a quadrupole velocity field applied instan-
taneously. Both pictures are taken for the isomeric state,
β20 = 0.682, at time t = 0. The current vectors have been
normalized to a visually instructive length.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Time evolution of (a) quadrupole,
(b) octupole and (c) hexadecapole deformation parameters
following instantaneous quadrupole excitations upon the iso-
meric state. The threshold for fission is between 175 and
200 MeV. Scission occurs between 950 and 1000 fm/c for the
E = 200 MeV boost.
spatial profile, φ(r), is chosen here to be proportional to
a quadrupole field, as in some previous studies [33, 34].
Two initial configurations will be investigated: the fis-
sion isomer of 240Pu at β20 = 0.682, and a point just be-
yond the peak of the second fission barrier at β20 = 0.890.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Slices of the total particle density for various times, following an instantaneous 200-MeV quadrupole
excitation upon the isomeric state. The isolines are separated by 0.05 particles/fm3.
A. Instantaneous BIF on the isomeric state
Figure 1 shows the initial density [panel (a)] and cur-
rent [panel (b)] for the case of the quadrupole boost act-
ing upon the fission isomer. The quadrupole boost pro-
duces a current that will initially pull away the two lobes
of the particle density in opposite directions. The in-
tensity of the boost will determine the strength of these
currents and the corresponding amount of collective en-
ergy deposited by the boost.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the deformation pa-
rameters following a quadrupole velocity boost upon the
isomeric state applying different amounts of energy in
the region between 100 and 200 MeV. These relatively
large energies are chosen to explore both configurations
that remain bound or that fission within a time scale
of ≈1000 fm/c. In all cases, an initial, rapid increase in
quadrupole deformation is found within the first 50 fm/c,
as shown in panel (a). As expected, the quadrupole rise is
larger for a larger energy deposition. Following the quick
increase in elongation, for an excitation below 175 MeV,
the nucleus draws back to its original quadrupole defor-
mation, and then begins low-frequency, large-amplitude
vibrations. As the initial configuration is mass symmet-
ric, and the excitation was of a pure quadrupole nature,
no octupole deformation is induced, as evinced in panel
(b).
Inspection of Fig. 2 leads to a threshold energy
for instantaneous BIF. An unbounded increase in the
quadrupole moment indicates fission, and one ob-
serves that the threshold energy for an instantaneous
quadrupole boost is 175 < Ethresh ≤ 200 MeV. For
E = 200 MeV, in contrast to the lower energy cases,
the quadrupole deformation gradually increases, while
oscillating, as the system moves to a fissioned configu-
ration. This differs from the evolution towards fission
in the DIF cases studied in Ref. [1]. There, the system
smoothly evolved to a fissioned configuration by increas-
ing steadily β20, with no oscillations. The oscillations on
the quadrupole degrees of freedom may be interpreted as
a consequence of the rapid, large energy deposition. We
comment upon these shortly.
In all cases, the evolution of the hexadecapole defor-
mation of Fig. 2(c) demonstrates that the nucleus necks
significantly between 100 and 150 fm/c. This is reflected
in a characteristic drop in magnitude of β40 as the elon-
gation increases. We note that this trait is also found
in the evolution with quadrupole moment of constrained
Hartree-Fock (CHF) calculations [1, 15]. In contrast, fis-
sion induced dynamically by deformation did not show a
stark decrease of β40, as the initial configurations were
deformed such that they were already displaying signifi-
cant necking [1].
Figure 3 displays snapshots of slices of the 3D particle
density after the excitation of 200 MeV is applied. Fol-
lowing a sharp increase in quadrupole shape until about
50 fm/c, the nucleus oscillates with a period of about
≈ 100 fm/c. Two symmetric pre-formed fragments can
be distinguished early on. The compound nucleus oscil-
5lates in shape, while the quadrupole moment increases,
while oscillating. Around 900 fm/c, the Coulomb repul-
sion between the two lobes is strong enough to bring the
configuration to scission. The resulting two fragments
are equal in mass.
These results contradict the naive assumption that the
instantaneous quadrupole excitation will simply move
the nucleus by the corresponding energy along the static
PES. The static PES fission barriers are of the order of
≈ 10 MeV. In contrast, the energy required for BIF is an
order of magnitude larger. One can attribute this to the
gauge-invariant nature of our choice of boost. All of the
energy is imparted in the form of collective kinetic en-
ergy so that both the static and dynamic cases have the
same potential energy at t = 0. The instantaneous boost
causes the initial state to depart from the static PES at
t = 0, as the dynamic state now contains considerable
internal excitation. In a sense, we are exploring the PES
in a new dimension by modifying the kinetic content of
the EDF.
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One can gain further insight into the BIF mechanism
by analyzing the time evolution of the different contribu-
tions to the EDF. The individual terms of the functional
can be used to pinpoint physical processes. We show a
series of EDF terms in Fig. 4, comparing a nonfissioning
(dashed line) to a fissioning (dot-dashed line) configu-
ration [1]. The terms of the functional are defined in
Ref. [19]. For both cases, other than the collective and
total energy, all of the contributions to the energy func-
tional are initially identical.
For both configurations, the initial boost energy is im-
parted to the system as pure collective kinetic energy
at t = 0, as shown in Fig. 4(h). The energy provided
by the excitation field is rapidly transferred into the nu-
clear terms of the energy functional. By 200-250 fm/c, a
roughly constant collective energy of ≈ 5 MeV remains
for both configurations [inset panel (i)]. This energy cor-
responds to the relatively disruptive internal currents in-
duced by the boost. For the fissioning case, the collec-
tive energy ramps up around the point of scission, as
translational motion does not set in until after scission
occurs. As we show later, this significant internal col-
lective excitation energy corresponds to a process where
large-amplitude oscillations in shape occur. For the DIF
case examined in Fig. 10 of Ref. [1], the collective energy
was much smaller up until around the point of scission.
This is an indication that the pre-scission configuration
is physically different in the instantaneous BIF and the
DIF processes. Whereas the latter corresponds to a rela-
tively gentle pre-formation and scission mechanism, BIF
is a more violent process.
Differences also arise at the level of the kinetic energy
of Fig. 4(g). Whereas in the DIF case the total kinetic
energy increased progressively by about 200 MeV up un-
til the point of fission, in the BIF case one observes two
different features. Within the first 200 fm/c, the kinetic
energy oscillates by about 800 MeV as the EDF accom-
modates the quadrupole boost. The kinetic energy then
settles and oscillates around its initial value of ≈ 4400
MeV with an amplitude of ≈ 100 MeV. We take this as
a sign of a quick rearrangement of the system within the
reabsorption phase, followed by relatively milder large-
amplitude oscillatory phase.
Terms E0-E3 in Fig. 4(a)-4(d) also experience very
large oscillations within the first 50-100 fm/c. The re-
arrangement of the density-dependent terms E0 [panel
(a)] and E3 [panel (d)] is much greater here than in
the DIF case. When the system adjusts after about
≈ 200 fm/c, the remaining oscillations are of the order
of ≈ 200 − 300 MeV. Further, around the point of scis-
sion (≈ 900− 1000 fm/c), there is a small increase in the
average value around which the oscillations are based.
By comparing the average of the oscillating values be-
fore and after fission, the E0 and E3 terms increase by
250-300 MeV. The oscillatory nature of these terms make
these values approximate, but they may be compared to
the typical changes in magnitude observed in the DIF
case at the point of scission, of ≈ 400 MeV for the E0
and E3 terms. These differences may be attributed to
the different final fission products for the BIF case as it
is the local particle densities within the fragments that
determine the postscission values of the E0 and E3 terms.
A similar picture arises when comparing the BIF E1
[Fig. 4(b)], E2 [Fig. 4(c)] and spin-orbit [Fig. 4(e)] terms
to their DIF counterparts, with an order-of-magnitude-
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FIG. 5. (Color online) One-dimensional slices of the particle density along the principal axis for various times, following the
application of an instantaneous 200 MeV quadrupole excitation upon the isomeric state. Densities at a specified time (solid
lines) are compared to the density in the previous time (dotted line), to highlight the oscillatory nature of the pre-fission
configuration. The final panel is very close to the scission point.
larger energy variation in the immediate aftermath of the
quadrupole boost and much milder oscillations after the
system has absorbed the energy. The E2 term for the
fissioning case levels off at approximately 375 MeV, in
comparison to the nonfissioning case at 325 MeV. For
the fissioning case, we interpret the additional energy in
terms of the nucleus necking as it fissions, which creates a
larger surface. Around scission, the E1 term increases by
≈ 15− 25 MeV. All in all, this indicates that the system
goes through an initial violent phase of reconfiguration,
followed by relatively milder large-amplitude oscillations
that may or may not lead to fission, depending on the ini-
tial energy deposition and the oscillatory dynamics that
follow.
As expected, the Coulomb contribution to the EDF
][Fig. 4(f)] is very different for a final fissioning config-
uration (dot-dashed line) than for a nonfissioning one
(dashed line). A compact nucleus does not show a de-
creasing Coulomb contribution with time, as two fission
fragments separate from each other. In contrast to the
other terms, the fissioning configuration of the Coulomb
term provides a very similar picture to the DIF case.
The Coulomb term is responsible for the scission pro-
cess, which is qualitatively similar in both approaches.
The Coulomb energy decrease is compensated by a large
increase in collective kinetic energy as the fragments sep-
arate and accelerate. The overall energy is conserved
within TDHF after the excitation has been applied, as
shown in panel (j). The difference in total energy between
the two boosted fragments reflects the 50-MeV difference
in the initial boost.
Figure 5 displays 1D slices of the particle density along
the principal axis of the nucleus for different times fol-
lowing the application of the 200-MeV instantaneous ex-
citation. These 1D plots are instructive when examined
in conjunction with the 2D density slices presented in
Fig. 3. Comparing the first two panels at t = 0 fm/c
and t = 50 fm/c, we find that the particle density follows
an initial rapid elongation as the system is boosted by
the quadrupole operator. This corresponds to the large
initial change in absolute magnitude of the terms in the
EDF (Fig. 4). Following the initial expansion, the density
is drawn back sharply at around t = 100 fm/c as the sys-
tem recovers from the quadrupole stretch. The 1D slice
of the particle density at this time displays a prominent
dip around z = 0, as a neck begins to develop. Subse-
quent oscillations of the particle density remain relatively
compact in nuclear shape, but strain the neck further and
further until fission becomes possible.
Finally, the current vectors for the fissioning isomeric
configuration are displayed in Fig. 6. They provide a
useful visual aid when examined in conjunction with the
particle densities. Following the initial stretching phase
(t = 0 to t = 50 fm/c), current vectors at t = 100 fm/c
demonstrate necking occurring as the particle flow draws
in at the neck region. This coincides with the time at
which the characteristic behavior of the hexadecapole de-
formation parameter corresponding to necking occurs, as
seen in Fig. 2(c). Further on, the current vectors re-
verse direction and the drawing in phase begins (between
t = 50 and t = 250 fm/c). Beyond 250 fm/c, the den-
sity gradually transitions into a fissioned configuration
by means of a series of shape oscillations.
The oscillations in the deformation described in Fig. 2
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are produced by a “sloshing” motion. After matter draws
into the central region, an area with well-defined current
vectors moving in phase but in opposite directions devel-
ops, leaving a static void behind. This is reminiscent of a
shockwave and it is perhaps most clearly seen in the panel
of Fig. 6 corresponding to t = 600 fm/c. The oscillatory
nature of the deformation parameters (Fig. 2) and de-
composed terms of the energy functional (Fig. 5) suggest
that the initial shockwave occurs following the first de-
compression phase. Another shockwave occurs when the
particle flow hits the central region, and reverses direc-
tion once more. This periodic sloshing effect is seen in the
evolution of the deformation parameter and the energy
functional, which oscillate with a characteristic period of
≈ 100 fm/c. The behavior continues until ≈ 1000 fm/c,
where the sloshing has pulled the two prefragments to a
point where the system can evolve into a fissioned con-
figuration. Compared to the current densities presented
for the DIF case in Ref. [1], the evolution of the current
densities in instantaneous BIF is far more dramatic.
B. Instantaneous BIF beyond the second barrier
peak
A similar investigation of BIF using instantaneous ex-
citation fields may be considered, starting from the static
state with quadrupole deformation β20 = 0.890. The
state lies just beyond the peak of the second static fission
barrier, but fails to fission within an unboosted TDHF
evolution of 9000 fm/c. For this static state, mass asym-
metry is present and octupole degrees of freedom are ex-
plored. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the multipole
parameters following quadrupole excitations of various
energies. Whereas the boosts with energies 150 and 200
MeV are insufficient to fission the system, a quadrupole
excitation of 225 MeV brings the system to fission, as
evidenced by an increasing β20 parameter.
The threshold energy required to induce fission is thus
in the range 200 ≤ Ethresh ≤ 225 MeV. This is 25 MeV
higher than the boost required to fission the isomeric
state (see Fig. 2). This is a surprising result when con-
sidering the static PES. The initial configuration is more
deformed (β20 = 0.890) than the isomer (β20 = 0.682),
and hence one would expect that less energy should be
required to induce fission. However, as previously men-
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Time evolution of (a) quadrupole,
(b) octupole, and (c) hexadecapole deformation parameters
following a large-amplitude quadrupole excitation upon the
initial state with β20 = 0.890. The threshold for fission is
between 200 and 225 MeV. Scission occurs around 1700 fm/c,
and the measurements of the multipole deformation parame-
ters are cut off at this point.
tioned, by applying an instantaneous boost, the state
is removed from the static configuration and the corre-
sponding PES. At t = 0, despite the particle density
being identical to the static configuration, the boosted
state contains a large excitation in the form of collective
kinetic energy. This highly excited state does not corre-
spond to the static counterpart, and does not resemble
anything encountered on the static PES. Moreover, for
this state the boosted energy can be transferred into oc-
tupole deformation energy, which was not a possibility
for the β20 = 0.682 initial state.
The dynamics of the quadrupole degree of freedom
are relatively similar to the isomeric-state excitation.
For the nonfissioning configurations, a rapid increase in
quadrupole within the first 100 fm/c is followed by a de-
crease in magnitude, towards the static value, but with
substantial oscillations. Figure 7(b) shows the evolution
of the octupole degree of freedom in time. In contrast to
the isomeric state, here octupole deformations are ac-
tively explored. For all the cases, one finds that the
octupole increases in absolute magnitude from its origi-
nal value β30 = −0.3 to β30 ≈ −0.55. Whereas in the
nonfissioning cases the octupole subsequently saturates
and oscillates over time, the fissioning configuration leads
to an increasing octupole deformation parameter, which
reaches ≈ −0.7 by the point of scission. Asymmetric
fission fragments are produced, with scission occurring
around 1700 fm/c.
Figure 8 shows the time evolution of the particle den-
sity following an instantaneous quadrupole excitation de-
livering 225 MeV of energy. The initial state is already
asymmetric in shape. The quadrupole boost immedi-
ately pulls apart two asymmetric lobes, connected by a
low-density neck. This corresponds to the dip in hexade-
capole moment [Fig. 7(c)] at about 100-200 fm/c. Os-
cillations in the shape set in afterwards, with the sys-
tem exploring an increasingly asymmetric configuration.
The increasing quadrupole parameter is associated with
a growing elongation, with the width of the neck gradu-
ally shrinking. Ultimately, the system scissions into two
asymmetric fragments.
Table I displays the mass numbers and energies of the
fission fragments produced when applying the thresh-
old instantaneous boosts required to observe BIF for
the isomer and the state with static deformation β20 =
0.890. BIF upon a mass symmetric isomer leads to mass-
symmetric fission products, two excited 120Ag47 isotopes.
In contrast, application of the instantaneous excitation
field to the state with initial deformation β20 = 0.890
results in asymmetric fission products. In particular, the
asymmetric mass fragments, which rounded to the near-
est integer correspond to 151Pr59 and
89Br35, are about
30 mass units above and below the symmetric fragments.
As expected from an isoscalar boost, all fission fragments
have relatively similar N/Z values.
Column 7 of Table I also shows a figure for the col-
lective kinetic energy of the system, which by and large
dominates the energy balance of the outgoing fragments.
The final collective kinetic energies of the fissioned sys-
tems have been deduced using the extrapolation proce-
dure described in Ref. [1]. The collective kinetic energy of
the system is extrapolated using a Coulomb-like trajec-
tory, and the final translational kinetic energy can thus
be deduced. This assumes that the collective energy is
dominated by translational kinetic energy, an assumption
that has been checked by performing alternative calcula-
tions of the collective energies [1].
In both cases, the bulk of the excitation energy is ab-
sorbed into the nuclear terms of the energy functional
within the first few hundred fm/c (Fig. 4 is represen-
tative), and the remaining excitation is of the form of
internal collective kinetic energy as a current is induced.
Scission does not occur until well after the boost is ap-
plied, t ≈ 1000−2000 fm/c. To some extent, this demon-
strates that it is not the boost itself that directly induces
fission. Instead, the boost provides an onset of collec-
tive energy that is absorbed into shape excitations. If
the shape oscillations are strong enough, they can lead
to fission within a few periods. Because fission is not di-
rectly induced by the boost, the corresponding collective
kinetic energies of the fragments are not in correspon-
dence to the initial quadrupole boost energies. The mass
distributions obtained for this state (β20 = 0.890) by BIF
will be compared to experimental data and DIF results
in Sec. V.
So far, the only cases that we have presented are very
close to the energy threshold required for BIF. However,
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TABLE I. Threshold energies and masses obtained from applying instantaneous excitation fields to the fission isomer. The
masses for the minimum energy case observed to induce fission are presented. The extrapolated collective energy, corresponding
mainly to translational kinetic energy, is computed using the extrapolation procedure detailed in Ref. [1].
Static Eboost Heavy Light Heavy Light Extrapolated
State [MeV] Fragment Fragment Fragment Fragment Coll. KE
(A,Z) (A,Z) (Integer) (Integer) [MeV]
Isomer 200 120.00(5) 120.00(5) 120Ag47
120Ag47 218(8)
47.00(5) 47.00(5)
β20 = 0.890 225 150.50(5) 89.49(5)
151Pr59
89Br35 189(6)
58.78(5) 35.23(5)
as we have just explained, in BIF there is not a one-to-one
correspondence between the boost energy and the final
fission fragments. Consequently, one can explore a vari-
ety of fission products by starting from the same initial
state and boosting it with increasing energies beyond its
BIF threshold. Table II presents the fission products fol-
lowing more and more intense instantaneous quadrupole
boosts. On the one hand, we find that a variety of (asym-
metric) fission fragments are produced, within 2 to 3
mass units of the threshold fragments and very similar
isospin content. On the other, we find that the collective
kinetic energies of all these fragments are very close to
each other, in a region of ≈ 180− 190 MeV. As a matter
of fact, the extrapolated collective kinetic energies agree
within uncertainties for a charge difference of ±1 in the
fission products. Again, this points towards the fact that
large-amplitude shape oscillations are responsible for the
fission process, rather than the boost itself. To some ex-
tent, the memory of the initial boost is not relevant for
the final fission product kinetic energies.
The results corresponding to the two extreme boosts,
E = 225 and 400 MeV, are interesting in that the final
fragments are (to the nearest integer) the same. This
provides a verification of the assumption that most of
the energy in the fission process goes into the collective
kinetic fragment energies. Owing to the Coulomb in-
teraction imparting the translational kinetic energy, the
resulting values should agree if the contribution from in-
ternal collective excitations are small. The resulting ex-
trapolated energies do, in fact, agree within uncertainties,
demonstrating that the energy released in BIF is still
dominantly translational kinetic energy, even for boost
energies beyond the threshold for fission.
The time evolution of the different terms of the EDF
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TABLE II. Fission products obtained by BIF, applying an instantaneous quadrupole excitation of various energies to the state
with initial deformation β20 = 0.890. The collective kinetic energy, corresponding mainly to translational kinetic energy, is
computed using the extrapolation procedure detailed in Ref. [1].
Boost Heavy Light Heavy Light Extrapolated
Energy Fragment Fragment Fragment Fragment Coll. KE
[MeV] (A,Z) (A,Z) (Integer) (Integer) [MeV]
225 150.50(5) , 58.78(5) 89.49(5) , 35.23(5) 151Pr59
89Br35 189(6)
250 147.61(5) , 57.71(5) 92.47(5) , 36.28(5) 148Ce58
92Kr36 189(2)
300 147.06(5) , 57.50(5) 92.92(5) , 36.50(5) 147Ce58
93Rb37 188(4)
350 148.37(5) , 58.10(5) 91.62(5) , 35.90(5) 148Ce58
92Kr36 180(3)
400 150.61(5) , 58.51(5) 89.37(5) , 35.48(5) 151Pr59
89Br35 176(11)
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The dashed line corresponds to a nonfissioning state, whereas
the dash-dotted line represents a fissioning configuration. Ver-
tical lines in panels (g) and (h) correspond to the point of
scission. Units in all panels are MeV. See text for more de-
tails.
are a useful tool to analyze the dynamics of the BIF pro-
cess. These are shown for the 225 (dotted lines) and 400
MeV (dot-dashed line) excitations applied to the state
with β20 = 0.890 in Fig. 9. The evolution of the energy
components displays two very different time scales for fis-
sion. The point of scission is marked with vertical lines
on panels (g) and (h). Whereas scission occurs within
450 fm/c for the 400-MeV excitation, it takes approxi-
mately 1650 fm/c for the state excited with 225 MeV to
fission. In both cases, the bulk of the initial excitation
energy is absorbed within the first 100 fm/c, and quickly
transferred into the nuclear parts of the EDF. The initial
oscillations in the nuclear terms of the EDF are similar
for both cases within the first 200 fm/c. The amplitude
of the oscillations is noticeably larger for the 400 case,
though, indicating more important shape reconfiguration
processes.
To explain the differences in the fission timescales when
applying the two boosts, it is helpful to examine the snap-
shots of 1D slices of the particle densities. These are
displayed in Figs. 10 and 11 for the 225- and 400-MeV
excitations, respectively. For the 225-MeV excitation,
where a longer fission timescale is observed, the behavior
is similar to that where a 200-MeV excitation was ap-
plied to the isomer (Fig. 5). Following the application
of the boost, the nucleus is stretched, and then draws
sharply back in within the first 100 fm/c. By 300 fm/c,
virtually all of the excitation energy has been absorbed,
and the remaining collective energy corresponds to the
induced current. This corresponds to the ≈ 5 MeV of
collective kinetic energy that remains in the system as it
rearranges [see Figs. 9(h) and 9(i)]. From about 300 fm/c
on, the density has recovered in the central region, and
it is here that the shockwave behavior sets in, as seen
previously for the isomer. During this phase, the den-
sities slosh around as the particle flow travels outwards,
then sharply reverses direction, and continues oscillating.
The sloshing causes relatively irregular oscillations in the
E0-E3 terms of the EDF [Figs. 9(a)-9(d)]. Beyond 1600
fm/c, the particles in the neck have mostly transitioned
into the two lobes, and the Coulomb repulsion drives the
configuration to scission [panel (h)].
When applying the 400-MeV excitation, a much faster
fission timescale is observed. Figure 11 displays the cor-
responding 1D density slices as the system evolves. As
observed in the evolution of the energy functional (Fig.
9), the amplitude of the oscillations in the decomposed
terms for the first 500 fm/c are much larger than the
225-MeV case. This corresponds to more significant os-
cillations and currents induced by the stronger excitation.
The collective kinetic energy, after the initial absorption
phase, only drops to ≈ 20 MeV [Fig. 9(i)], in compari-
son to ≈ 5 MeV for the 225-MeV boost. Moreover, we
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FIG. 11. (Color online) The same as Fig. 10 for an excitation of E = 400 MeV.
find faster and larger-amplitude oscillations in the EDF
terms in panels (a)-(d) within the first 500 − 750 fm/c.
This allows the configuration to rearrange more rapidly.
Indeed, the initial state requires far fewer oscillations of
the particle flow before the nucleus rearranges such that
the Coulomb repulsion drives the configuration into two
fragments. Here, scission occurs between 400 and 500
fm/c. It is interesting to observe the differences in the
E0-E3 and spin-orbit terms in Fig. 9 once the systems
have fissioned. This suggests that the final fragments
have different deformations (that is, the particle density
is arranged differently), despite having the same N and
Z. This difference in shape configuration results from
the trajectory followed to fission. Presumably, the fis-
sion products will be excited in different energy modes.
While we do not carry out this analysis here, we note
that we could explicitly analyze these excitation modes
using the techniques developed in Ref. [1].
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There is no particular reason to choose an upper ex-
citation energy limit of 400 MeV. We have actually ex-
perimented with more energetic boosts and, while we do
not show further results here, we have found interest-
ing results. In particular, an E = 800 MeV boost pro-
duces a ternary fission event [27, 32]. An investigation of
this fission mode would require a straightforward modifi-
cation of sky3d to incorporate three-fragment analysis,
and may be of interest for future work.
IV. TIME-DEPENDENT BOOSTS
As it has been demonstrated, the threshold excitation
to observe BIF with an instantaneous boost requires an
energy deposition of the order of 200 MeV. As the en-
ergy is all deposited instantaneously, the correspondence
between the static configuration and the state which is
time-evolved is distorted. Adding energy to the system
gradually may give the densities time to smoothly evolve
into a fissioned configuration, in a manner comparative
to DIF. In this section, the external excitation will thus
be applied gradually via a time-dependent profile. Again,
we consider both the isomer and the configuration with
β20 = 0.890 as initial states.
The single-particle Hamiltonian hˆq acting on the pro-
ton and neutron states can be modified to include the
time-dependent isoscalar external field, Uext.,q(r, t) [19]:
hˆ′q(t) = hˆq(t) + Uext.,q(r, t) . (1)
Here, the external field Uext.,q(r, t) is given by
Uext.,q(r, t) = η f(t)φq(r) . (2)
φq(r) is the (quadrupole) spatial profile of the external
field. The constant η tunes the amount of energy added
to the system. We note that time-dependence precludes
us from finding a closed form for the energy as a function
of η, unlike the instantaneous case (see the Appendix).
We note, however, that the total energy is affected by
the inclusion of this external field. One can thus read
the total amount of deposited energy by monitoring the
total energy of the system. The temporal profile of the
excitation field is characterized by the functional f(t),
which we choose to be of Gaussian form:
f(t) = exp
−(t− τ0)2
∆τ2
. (3)
The profile is centered around τ0, and has a width ∆τ .
Values of τ0 in the region of 150-800 fm/c will be inves-
tigated, and ∆τ will be taken as approximately τ03 .
A. Time-dependent BIF on the isomeric state
We start our discussion with an initial choice of τ0 =
500 fm/c and ∆τ = 150 fm/c to describe the temporal
profile of the external field. Figure 12 displays the evo-
lution of the multipole moments subject to an external
field with increasing strengths, η. The two lowest values,
η = 0.0075 (solid line) and 0.0090 (dashed line) do not
produce a fissioning state, whereas η = 0.0095 (dotted
line) does. For the latter, the evolution of the multi-
pole moments have been sharply cut off at the point of
scission. In the cases where the nucleus fails to fission,
the quadrupole deformation reverts back to the original
value once the external excitation ends. Oscillations in
the quadrupole [panel (a)] and hexadecapole [panel (c)]
degrees of freedom are visible beyond this, and they are
of the same order of magnitude as the instantaneous BIF
case. The fissioning configuration is, in contrast, reached
with a constantly increasing quadrupole degree of free-
dom and within one hexadecapole oscillation.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Time evolution of (a) quadrupole,
(b) octupole and (c) hexadecapole deformation parameters
following time-dependent (τ0 = 500 fm/c and ∆τ = 150 fm/c)
quadrupole excitations upon the isomeric state. The field
with scaling parameter η = 0.0095 is seen to induce fission,
and the evolution of the multipole moments are sharply cut
off at the point of scission at 1050 fm/c.
Figure 13 displays 2D slices of the particle density
for the fissioning case (η = 0.0095). Symmetric fission
into two 12047 Ag fragments is observed, as expected for a
symmetric excitation to a symmetric system. When ap-
plying the time-dependent excitation field, however, we
only find visible deviations from the initial density after
≈ 400 fm/c, whereas Fig. 3 showed a dramatic imme-
diate change in the nuclear configuration following the
instantaneous excitation.
The hexadecapole degree of freedom also evolves dif-
ferently here. There is no sharp drop in the value of β40
[see Fig. 12(c)], which indicates that the neck does not
develop in the same way that it did in the instantaneous
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BIF. Instead, the nucleus elongates, thus increasing its
β20 value, and smoothly vibrates around the neck re-
gion. We note, however, that the timescale for scission is
comparable to the instantaneous BIF case, as the system
requires ≈ 1050 fm/c to fission.
The current vectors corresponding to the particle den-
sity slices presented in Fig. 13 are shown in Fig. 14. The
observed behavior may be compared to the DIF exam-
ple in Ref. [1] and the instantaneous BIF case presented
earlier. Figure 14 shows current vectors pointing out-
wards into the two fission fragments, gradually increas-
ing in magnitude up to about 800 fm/c, where the ex-
ternal field becomes negligible. In the DIF case, the cur-
rents in the two forming fragments pointed in opposite
directions, with little contribution from the neck region.
Here there are initially many more particles in the neck
(the initial configuration is less deformed), resulting in a
significant particle flow in this region, especially around
600-700 fm/c (Fig. 14).
Beyond 800 fm/c, a strong-enough current has been
induced, and the nucleus has reconfigured itself so that
it evolves to fission without further influence from the
excitation field. It will be shown that the collective en-
ergy corresponding to this current is small compared to
the instantaneous BIF case. The system continues evolv-
ing into a two-fragment configuration without the flow
of particles begin drawn back inwards, similarly to the
behavior seen for the DIF case. In contrast, the BIF case
displayed significant oscillations and shockwave-type be-
havior. Unlike instantaneous BIF, there is no significant
sloshing motion or oscillations in the density during the
evolution to fission. This suggests that a physically dif-
ferent transition to the fissioned state is occurring for
temporally extended BIF, similar to that seen for DIF.
It is instructive to examine the contributions to the
EDF for all three time-dependent excitation fields pre-
sented in Fig. 12. We provide these in Figs. 15(a)-15(i).
The temporal profile of the external field is shown, as a
visual aid, in panel (k). The energy added to the system
by the field for the different scaling parameters η can
be read off panel (j), corresponding to the total energy.
As expected, time-dependent boosts with larger η values
deposit more energy into the system, with η = 0.0075
injecting E ≈ 20 MeV; η = 0.0090, E ≈ 41 MeV and
η = 0.0095, E ≈ 52 MeV. It is remarkable to observe that
fission has been induced by adding just 52 MeV of energy.
A threshold of 41 ≤ Ethresh ≤ 52 for this particular set of
time-dependent parameter may be deduced. This com-
pares to the threshold of 175 ≤ Ethresh ≤ 200 MeV for the
instantaneous boosts. When applying a time-dependent
excitation field, energy is deposited into the system in
a more gradual manner, the system reconfigures in the
quadrupole degree of freedom as the boost is applied and
fission is reached more easily. We conclude that not only
energy deposition, but also the time scale for the energy
deposition, matters in terms of fission dynamics.
The time evolution of the contributions to the EDF
shown in Fig. 15 may be compared to the case of the in-
stantaneous BIF presented in Fig. 4. Some terms remain
similar, particularly for the fissioning cases. For example,
upon scission, the Coulomb and collective kinetic energies
display behavior characteristic of two repulsively charged
fragments accelerating away from one another [panels (f)
and (h) of both figures]. In contrast, the evolution of the
E0, E1, E2, and E3 of panels (a)-(d) are drastically differ-
ent. For the instantaneous BIF case of Fig. 4, all four of
these terms were seen to display a prompt reduction in
magnitude during the first 50− 100 fm/c as the configu-
ration underwent a rapid elongation. Following this, the
magnitude of the terms recovered as the particle density
evened out, and oscillated violently as shockwaves in the
evolution of the densities set in.
For the time-dependent BIF case (dotted line on Fig.
15), in contrast, the evolution of the energy functional
displays a behavior which is more qualitatively similar
to the DIF case of Ref. [1]. The E0, E1, and E3 terms
gradually decrease in magnitude and saturate, while os-
cillating, before scission occurs at 900-1100 fm/c. Small
oscillations about an approximately constant value go on
in the postscission phase. These correspond to the collec-
tive excitations of the fission fragments. For the case of
the instantaneous boost, the E2 term in Fig. 4(c) shows
an initial reduction in magnitude of approximately 100
MeV. In contrast, for the time-dependent excitation the
evolution of the E2 term shows only a dip of ≈ 5 MeV
in magnitude at around 500 fm/c as the shape configura-
tion starts changing, before rapidly increasing by approx-
imately 50 MeV as the surface of the nucleus increases.
The absolute variation in the EDF terms for the time-
dependent boosts are small compared to the instanta-
neous boosts, and they are generally closer to that ob-
served for DIF. For example, the E0 term in Fig. 15
for the fissioning case changes by about 1500 MeV. For
the instantaneous BIF case, the change was about three
times larger, ≈ 5000 MeV, whereas in DIF the maximum
variation of the E0 term during time evolution was in the
region of 400 MeV [1].
The collective kinetic energy displayed in panel (h),
and the inset panel (i), of Fig. 15 is negligible up to
≈ 300 fm/c. An initial peak appears just beyond the
maximum of the external field time profile. It is interest-
ing to observe that the collective kinetic energy reduces
after the external field peaks, before scission occurs. For
the fissioning case, at approximately 1000 fm/c, the col-
lective kinetic energy increases only as the system tran-
sitions into a fissioned configuration. This behavior is,
again, similar to that seen for the DIF cases examined in
Ref. [1]. This suggests that the time-dependent external
field has induced small internal currents, but it has grad-
ually transitioned the nucleus into a shape configuration
where fission becomes energetically favorable. In both
BIF cases, whether instantaneous or time-dependent, the
excitation energy from the boost is dissipated mainly
into the nuclear terms in the functional. The induced
current, corresponding to the collective energy up until
around the point of scission, is small in comparison to
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Slices of the total particle density for various times, following a time-dependent boost with scaling
constant η = 0.0095 upon the isomeric state. The isolines are separated by 0.05 particles/fm3.
the total excitation energy added to the system. In par-
ticular, no shockwave-type behavior is observed in the
time-dependent BIF case as the energy is slowly released
into the nucleus and a gradual evolution of the densities
occurs.
The collective kinetic energy may be extrapolated us-
ing the procedure described in Ref. [1]. We find that
221(1) MeV are released in the fission process, mainly
owing to the translational kinetic energy of two sym-
metric 120Ag47 fragments. This is in good agreement
to the instantaneous BIF value, 218(8) MeV, of Table I.
This agreement is unsurprising considering that the fis-
sion products are identical, and it is the Coulomb inter-
action which imparts most of the final collective energy
to the system.
Time-dependent BIF is sensitive to both the strength
of the boost and its time profile. We briefly explore
the time profile dependence of BIF in the following. We
present the time evolution of the integrated EDF terms
for three threshold energy boosts that induce fission when
applied to the isomeric state in Fig. 16. Case A corre-
sponds to the shortest field (solid line) and is character-
ized by a width ∆τ = 50 fm/c, and a maximum occurring
at τ0 = 150 fm/c. The boost of case B (dashed line) acts
for a slightly longer time, ∆τ = 150 fm/c, and peaks
around τ0 = 500 fm/c. Finally, the widest case, C (dot-
ted line), has ∆τ = 250 fm/c and τ0 = 800 fm/c.
Upon the limit ∆τ → 0, instantaneous boosts should
be recovered. The EDF for case A behaves similarly
to the instantaneous boosts used in the previous section
(e.g., Figs. 4 and 9). The evolution of the nuclear terms
in the EDF for case A displays an initial sharp reduction
in magnitude of all terms in the functional (other than
the collective kinetic energy) at 150 fm/c, corresponding
to the centroid of f(t). Beyond this point, oscillations
kick in, and the nucleus transitions to a fissioned con-
figuration by ≈ 500 fm/c. The large oscillations in the
EDF terms and the large collective kinetic energy suggest
a shockwave-type behavior, as in the instantaneous BIF
cases. The initial fluctuation in energy upon application
of the external field is of a much smaller magnitude than
the case of the instantaneous boost, however. Taking the
E0 term as an example, the initial spike shows a peak
dropping in magnitude by ≈ 3000 MeV, which compares
to the ≈ 5000 MeV seen for the corresponding instanta-
neous boost.
It is interesting to observe that the final values of the
E0, E1, and E3 terms are approximately equal for the two
more gradual profiles (cases B and C). The case with the
shortest temporal profile (A) plateaus with a magnitude
approximately 1000 MeV less for both the E0 and the
E3 terms and 15-20 MeV less for the E1 term. The dif-
ferences in the E0 and E3 terms when comparing case
A to cases B and C suggest that the final fragments in
the latter two cases are less deformed and have a more
compact density.
For case A, a sharp drop in the magnitude of the E2
case occurs initially, as was seen when applying instan-
taneous boosts (Fig. 4). Here, the drop in magnitude
is approximately 30 MeV, which is again much smaller
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than the drop of approximately 100 MeV seen for the
corresponding instantaneous boost to the isomer. This
sharp drop in the E2 term is not seen for cases B and
C, which suggests that the process is much more similar
to the gradual evolution seen for DIF (no drop in the E2
term was seen in the time evolution for DIF [1]).
The wider temporal profiles of cases B and C show a
much more gradual transition in the EDF as the system
evolves to fission. No large-amplitude rapid oscillations
are seen in the evolution of the EDF terms, and the be-
havior during the transition to fission is also reminiscent
of DIF [1]. This suggests that the shockwave-type behav-
ior in the evolution of the densities, which was seen for
excitations delivered in a shorter or instantaneous time
profile, is not occurring as the system smoothly evolves
to fission. The initial drops in magnitude in the values of
the E0, E1, and E3 terms for case C are similar to those of
case B. Comparing the initial change in magnitude of the
E0 term, a drop of ≈ 1000 MeV is found for both cases B
and C, compared to the drop of ≈ 3000 MeV for case A.
In fact, the main difference observed between these two
cases and case A is that the evolution of the E0, E1, and
E3 terms show a recovery in absolute magnitude close to
scission.
This exploration demonstrates that the time scale of
the energy deposition matter in terms of the resulting fis-
sion dynamics. Table III shows the effect of varying the
time-dependent profile f(t) upon the threshold energy
required to induce fission. The corresponding threshold
energy can also be read off Fig. 16(j). We also give the fi-
nal, extrapolated collective kinetic energies of the fission
products, which in this case are two symmetric 120Ag47
fragments. These energies agree within uncertainties: As
all three cases produce identical fission fragments, this
demonstrates once more that the energy release is dom-
inated by the translational kinetic energy owing to the
Coulomb interaction between the fission products.
The application of a time-dependent excitation ensures
that the static and dynamic states at t = 0 are the same,
unlike the application of an instantaneous boost, which
leads to a mismatch in the initial, excited state. The
shortest time profile, case A, requires significantly more
energy to induce fission than the more gradual fields of
cases B and C. The lowest energy observed to induce fis-
sion for case A is 110 MeV, which is approximately half
of that which was required for the instantaneous boost.
Longer time profiles demonstrate a significant reduction
in the required excitation energy compared to case A,
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TABLE III. (Color online) Threshold scaling parameters and energies required to induce fission in the isomeric state when
applying time-dependent external fields with different temporal profiles. The final collective kinetic energy, corresponding to
(mainly) translational kinetic energy has been extrapolated using the technique described in Ref. [1].
Case τ0 ∆τ Threshold η Threshold Energy Extrapolated Coll.
[fm/c] [fm/c] [MeV] KE [MeV]
A 150 50 0.0225 ≤ ηthresh ≤ 0.0250 99 ≤ Ethresh ≤ 110 227(2)
B 500 150 0.0090 ≤ ηthresh ≤ 0.0095 41 ≤ Ethresh ≤ 52 221(1)
C 800 250 0.0070 ≤ ηthresh ≤ 0.00725 33 ≤ Ethresh ≤ 45 223(3)
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FIG. 15. (Color online) (a)-(j): Time evolution of the in-
tegrated contributions to the EDF when applying a time-
dependent external field to the isomeric state. The time pro-
file of the external field is displayed in panel (k). The case
with scaling constant η = 0.0095, which corresponds to an
excitation of ≈ 52 MeV, is seen to fission. For this case, the
calculation is terminated once the fragment separation ex-
ceeds 100 fm. Vertical lines in panels (g) and (h) correspond
to the point of scission. Units in all panels are MeV. See text
for more details.
with the lowest energies required found to be 52 and 45
MeV for cases B and C, respectively. As the tempo-
ral profile of the external field is extended, the energy
required to induce fission is reduced. The comparative
threshold energies for cases B and C suggest that an adi-
abatic limit may be approached when using an even more
gradual temporal profile for the external field (up until
the point of scission).
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FIG. 16. (Color online) (a)-(j): Time evolution of the in-
tegrated contributions to the EDF when applying different
time-dependent external field to the isomeric state. The (nor-
malized) time profile of the external fields is displayed in panel
(k). The boost’s strength factor, η, is adjusted in each case
and corresponds to the minimum value needed to induce fis-
sion. Vertical lines in panels (g) and (h) correspond to the
point of scission. Units in all panels are MeV. See text and
Table III for further details.
B. Time-dependent BIF beyond the second barrier
peak
We now briefly discuss the effect of time-dependent
boosts on the state with initial deformation β20 = 0.890.
We use the temporal profile with parameters τ0 = 500
fm/c and ∆τ = 150 fm/c as a starting point. Figure
17 displays the evolution of the multipole moments using
various scaling parameters, η. For η = 0.007, the system
is observed to fission, as demonstrated by the rapid in-
crease of elongation in the quadrupole deformation [panel
(a)] following the application of the field. The octupole
17
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FIG. 17. (Color online) Time evolution of (a) quadrupole,
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following time-dependent (τ0 = 500 fm/c and ∆τ = 150
fm/c) quadrupole excitations upon the initial state with β20 =
0.890. The field with scaling parameter η = 0.007 is seen to
induce fission, and the evolution of the multipole moments is
sharply cut off at the point of scission at 2050 fm/c.
degree of freedom [panel (b)] is also explored owing to
the initial mass asymmetry of the static configurations,
and for the fissioning case it increases in magnitude from
β30 = −0.3 to the region of −0.5 at the point of scission.
The evolution of the particle density up to the point
of scission is displayed in Fig. 18. No visible changes are
observed in the particle density until 300−400 fm/c, i.e.,
close to the peak of the boost profile. The scission point
lies at 2050 fm/c, a longer time scale than the thresh-
old instantaneous BIF case applied on the same state,
which took approximately 1700 fm/c to fission (see Fig.
8). The influence of the external field wanes by 800 fm/c.
Beyond this point, the neck region smoothly rearranges
into the two fission fragments. The relatively small oscil-
lations on the multipole parameters before scission occurs
demonstrate that there is a short phase of shape rear-
rangement before fission. The final fission products are
asymmetric. Upon scission, the products are A1, Z1 =
145.05(5), 56.32(5) and A2, Z2 = 95.02(5), 37.69(5). To
the nearest integer particle number, this gives 145Ba56
and 95Sr35. The mass distributions of this BIF process
will be compared to DIF, as well as experimental results,
in Sec. V.
We show the decomposed EDF terms for the time-
dependent boost upon the state beyond the second bar-
rier in Fig. 19. The threshold energy required to induce
BIF using the specified time-dependent excitation field
is 32 ≤ Ethresh ≤ 40 MeV. This energy compares to the
225 MeV required for the minimum energy case of in-
stantaneous BIF for this state (Fig. 7). Once again this
demonstrates that, when applying a gradual evolution, a
significantly lower threshold energy is required to induce
fission.
The initial drop in magnitude of the E0, E1, and E3
terms in panels (a), (b), and (d), respectively, indicate
that the nucleus moves to an elongated configuration in
the first 500 fm/c. For the fissioning configuration, be-
tween 500 and 2000 fm/c, slight fluctuations are observed
in these EDF terms. We take this as a sign that the con-
figuration rearranges owing to the current induced by the
excitation. All in all, however, the fluctuations are small.
For example, the E0 term varies by less than 250 MeV
while in this elongated configuration. Around the point
of scission, which occurs ≈ 2000 fm/c, the characteris-
tic increase in magnitude of the E0, E1 and E3 terms is
observed. The E2 term in panel (c) displays a gradual
increase beyond an initial peak at 800 fm/c, as the two
fragments form and hence more surface is available.
As with the other cases where a time-dependent exter-
nal field has been considered, the collective kinetic en-
ergy of Figs. 19(h) and 19(i) shows an initial peak near
the centroid of the temporal profile of the field. The col-
lective energy subsequently decays as the excitation field
ends, and remains constant at around 1 MeV. This corre-
sponds to the current induced by the field. Its compara-
tively low value indicates that fewer currents are induced,
compared to the instantaneous BIF case. The value is,
as expected, closer to that observed for DIF before scis-
sion [1]. Beyond 2000 fm/c, a rapid increase in collective
kinetic energy is found around the scission point as the
fragment translational motion sets in.
As this system takes longer to fission than the other
BIF cases, the calculation was terminated at 3000 fm/c,
where the fragment separation was only 75 fm. We can
find the corresponding collective energy using the same
method as in Ref. [1], and find a translational energy at
large times of 207(9) MeV.
V. DIF AND BIF FISSION FRAGMENT
MASSES
In this section, we summarize the results regarding
the masses of the final fission fragments that have been
obtained within our dynamical simulations. We com-
pare these to the experimental neutron-induced data of
Ref. [39]. We note, however, that this comparison is
only indicative, as our theoretical simulations are lim-
ited by a variety of factors. First, we only include BCS
pairing in the initial state, then keep the occupations
fixed and hence do not consider explicit superfluid dy-
namics [17, 26, 27]. Second, beyond-mean-field correla-
tions can play an important role on both the shape of the
PES and the fission dynamics [29]. Third, we take our
mass numbers as the nearest integer to the actual (non-
integer) particle numbers for the fission fragments. In
other words, we do not project our final fragments into a
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3.
good particle number [30], and hence do not have access
to a mass distribution [17].
In spite of these limitations, the TDHF fission trajecto-
ries are indicative of an average fragment behavior. More
interestingly, as opposed to static calculations, the BIF
fragments produce a variety of final fragments depend-
ing on the initial state in the PES and the strength and
time modulation of the boost. For BIF, we only consider
cases where the static configuration had mass asymme-
try. Owing to the symmetric nature of the excitation
fields applied, an initial configuration with no octupole
deformation is unable to explore this degree of freedom
and necessarily leads to symmetric fission fragments.
Figure 20 displays a comparison between the experi-
mental data obtained from low energy neutron-induced
fission in panel (a) and theoretical dynamical calcula-
tions. Whereas panel (b) displays the masses obtained
from the DIF cases presented in Ref. [1], the BIF cases
are examined in panel (c). The green bars correspond
to the masses obtained using instantaneous excitations
(Table II), and the purple bars correspond to the sample
time-dependent excitation field of the previous section.
DIF fission products fall well within the experimen-
tally obtained mass distributions. We note, in particu-
lar, that DIF produces more asymmetric mass fragments
than the corresponding adiabatic two-fragment pathway
(red bars). In contrast, when applying instantaneous
boosts to the static state with deformation β20 = 0.890,
the resulting masses fall on the edge of the experimen-
tally obtained results. In other words, BIF produces even
more asymmetric fragments than DIF does. Instanta-
neous boosts, as opposed to time-dependent boosts, yield
the most asymmetric fragments. These correspond to the
green bars in panel (c). We note, however, that there is
no clear pattern on the energy dependence of the mass
fragments. For instance, BIF with the lower threshold
energy of E = 225 MeV produces the same fission frag-
ments as a higher-energy E = 400-MeV boost.
As we have seen so far, the time-dependent BIF pro-
cess is somewhat related to DIF for wide enough boost
profiles. The purple bar in panel (c) shows the fragment
masses for the time-dependent BIF event with ∆τ = 150
fm/c and an energy deposition of ≈ 40 MeV. The corre-
sponding masses lie closer to the peak of the experimen-
tal distribution than the other BIF examples. In time-
dependent BIF, the collective energy deposited into the
system is rapidly transferred into the nuclear terms of the
EDF. As a consequence, the overall collective energy is
relatively small until the point of scission. In a sense, the
pre-fission system can reconfigure and absorb the energy
more “adiabatically” than the instantaneously boosted
system does. It is thus not surprising that the corre-
sponding fission fragments lie closer to the DIF results.
Moreover, the comparison of instantaneous BIF to tem-
porally extended BIF demonstrates that the time scale
for the energy deposition has important consequences re-
garding the fission dynamics.
The time scale is not the only parameter that deter-
mines the final state. The strength of the boost and the
corresponding deposited energy also determine the fate
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FIG. 19. (Color online) (a)-(j): Evolution of the integrated
contributions to the EDF following a time-dependent ex-
ternal field boost upon the state with initial deformation
β20 = 0.890. The time profile of the external fields is dis-
played in panel (k). Vertical lines in panels (g) and (h) cor-
respond to the point of scission. Units in all panels are MeV.
See text for more details.
of the fissioned state. As we have already discussed, dif-
ferent energies delivered in an instantaneous boost will
lead to different fission fragments. The main reason un-
derlying this non-linearity is the fact that the energy of
the boost is quickly absorbed into the nuclear part of
the functional. As a consequence, the nucleus rapidly
changes shapes and oscillates violently as soon as the
boost is imparted. If octupole degrees of freedom are ex-
plored, for instance, the system can reconfigure dynam-
ically into different excited configurations if it has been
excited at different energies. In turn, these configura-
tions will produce different fission fragments. However,
because the fission mechanism is induced by the shape
oscillations and the onset and dominance of Coulomb re-
pulsion, but not by the boost itself, the memory of the
initial boost properties is lost in the dynamics. The final
fission fragments are thus relatively similar, in spite of
the different quadrupole boosts that started the dynam-
ics. Moreover, because most of the collective energy of
the system is transferred into the kinetic energy of the
fragments via the Coulomb repulsion, one also finds that
the final fission fragment energies are very similar.
It is therefore not so surprising that the threshold
energy of 225 MeV required for an instantaneous BIF
event from the state with β20 = 0.890 is at least an
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FIG. 20. (Color online) (a) Experimental independent fission
yields for neutron-induced fission at E = 0.0253-eV energies.
The data are from Ref. [39]. (b) Theoretical mass fragments
obtained from the DIF process in Ref. [1]. The red bars cor-
respond to the binned TDHF results and the blue bar corre-
sponds to the static two-fragment mass split. (c) Theoretical
mass fragments obtained from different BIF processes upon
the state with initial deformation β20 = 0.890.
order of magnitude larger than that required to in-
duce fission experimentally. For example, photo-fission
may be induced in 240Pu using a 12-MeV end-point en-
ergy bremsstrahlung source [47] (although such a pro-
cess corresponds to a dipole excitation, rather than the
quadrupole excitations examined here). The threshold
energy scale is also larger than the fission barriers of
240Pu. In a physical scenario, particularly if slow neu-
trons are involved, the energy delivery process is unlikely
to be instantaneous. We have already seen that time-
dependent BIF requires far less energy to produce a final
fissioned state, particularly if the energy delivery process
is slow (see Table III).
It is a well-known fact that the neutron-induced fis-
sion fragment distribution of Pu becomes more symmet-
ric as the energy of the neutron increases [4, 39]. In
other words, the relative intensity of symmetric fission
increases with neutron energy. Naively, one would asso-
ciate more energetic neutrons to faster energy deposition,
which could be akin to instantaneous BIF simulations. In
contrast, we find that instantaneous BIF induces more
20
asymmetric products than its time-dependent counter-
part, or than the DIF process, for that matter. Fast
neutrons, however, are unlikely to be well represented
by a quadrupole boost. The geometry of the energy-
deposition mechanism is different. In particular, even a
very fast neutron will hit the surface of the nucleus first,
whereas the boosts that we have implemented affect the
nucleus throughout its density (see Fig. 1). In a TDHF
picture, one could presumably simulate neutrons in terms
of moving wave packets or, in a picture closer to what we
have developed, as external density fields [48]. Further
research in this direction would produce a more micro-
scopic insight into neutron-induced fission phenomena.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an analysis of induced fission re-
actions using TDHF, implemented in sky3d. We have
focused our study on the benchmark fission isotope 240Pu
and have investigated two mechanisms to excite the nu-
cleus energetically and push it towards a scission phase.
We have explored fission from two physically different
states. One is the fission isomer at β20 = 0.682, in be-
tween the two fission barriers. The other is a state that
lies just beyond the second barrier peak, with static de-
formation β20 = 0.890, but before the intersection of the
one- and the two-fragment pathways. The isomeric state
lies in the region that we have dubbed “forbidden” for
spontaneous fission. The second state, in contrast, lies in
an inhibited area, where DIF does not occur. In spite of
the physical differences underlying the two initial states,
one conclusion of our implementation of the BIF process
is that very similar fission processes occur for both states.
Further, we have implemented two different types of
quadrupole shaped boosts. Owing to the gauge invari-
ance of the Skyrme EDF, instantaneous boosts deliver
all their strength in the form of kinetic collective en-
ergy. The amount of energy that is delivered can be
adjusted at will (see the Appendix). We find that mini-
mum threshold excitation energies of the order of ≈ 200
MeV are required to induce fission. This is a significantly
greater energy than the corresponding static fission bar-
rier heights ≈ 10 MeV. In the BIF process, the excitation
energy is first deposited as collective energy and then ab-
sorbed within the first 100 − 200 fm/c into the nuclear
potential terms of the EDF. A significant current is in-
duced, and a violent evolution of the state ensues. The
nucleus oscillates significantly in shape and finds a dy-
namical doorway towards a fissioned state. This is in
contrast to the gradual rearrangement of the densities
observed for the DIF process.
The second type of boost that we have implemented
are modulated in time. We have applied a quadrupole
excitation field with a Gaussian time profile of varying
widths. For a profile with a width of 150 fm/c, the collec-
tive kinetic energy is delivered mildly. The nucleus thus
readjusts to the quadrupole pull by transferring energy
into the nuclear EDF. As a consequence, the pathway to
fission is relatively smoother. The energy required to in-
duce fission, for instance, is significantly reduced. When
exciting the fission isomer, about 45 MeV is enough to
generate fission with a time-dependent energy deposi-
tion of width 250 fm/c. One finds several similarities
between the BIF and the DIF processes. Both show a
smooth, gradual evolution of the densities up to around
the point of scission. There is a small amount of cur-
rents, evidenced by a small collective energy, that eventu-
ally reconfigure the nucleus and lead it to fission. When
evolving the state using temporally extended BIF, the
time scale for scission is approximately 2000 fm/c, dur-
ing which the rearrangement of the energies and densities
is far less extreme than the corresponding instantaneous
BIF processes. This time scale compares well to the DIF
case with the least deformed initial configuration.
The time scales for fission, as well as the final frag-
ment masses, depend on the strength of the boost and
the time dependence of the energy-deposition scheme. In-
stantaneous boosts with different energies, for instance,
can produce the same final fragments. When exciting
the state at β20 = 0.890, a boost with 225 MeV pro-
duces the same final fragments as a boost with 400 MeV,
but fissions almost 1000 fm/c later. In part, this is at-
tributable to the fact that the violent shape oscillations
induced by the very energetic initial excitations are qual-
itatively similar. The nucleus is in a dynamically excited
state, and in a violent process of exploration of different
shapes, until it eventually finds a favorable fission path.
In our approach, mass asymmetric fragments are only
reached from states that are initially octupole deformed.
The fission fragment masses obtained with instantaneous
BIF methods are somewhat more asymmetric than their
DIF counterparts, and lie further away than the corre-
sponding experimental peaks. Time-dependent boosts
produce results that lie in between the two. Again, these
are a reflection of the different dynamics explored with
the two BIF methods. All in all, these results illustrate
the richness and variety of final states that can be ac-
cessed by means of a dynamical simulation of fission, in
contrast to the adiabatic picture.
A variety of extensions of this work could prove of
use in future studies of fission within microscopic time-
dependent approaches. From a theoretical perspective,
the inclusion of dynamical superfluid effects would cer-
tainly provide more realistic simulations. Similarly, ex-
tensions beyond traditional TDHF calculations, via pro-
jection methods, could provide access to mass distribu-
tions and widths. At a more practical level, one could
investigate boosts with varying geometries, which would
presumably provide a more comprehensive set of fission
fragment masses, as well as indicating which are the
most appropriate collective coordinates with which to
induce fission. To simulate more realistic induced fis-
sion events, one could also investigate moving energy-
deposition sources, instead of spatially static boosts. The
use of wave packets or external fields to simulate, for in-
21
stance, slow neutron absorption could also provide a more
detailed insight into induced fission mechanisms. Finally,
in keeping with the observation of a ternary fission event
for instantaneous BIF, it would be interesting to study
the formation process and dynamics of multifragment fis-
sion events.
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APPENDIX: BOOST ENERGY
The adopted EDF of the nuclear system is given by
[19]
E = EKin + ESkyrme + ECoulomb . (4)
An instantaneous velocity boost applied by the transfor-
mation ϕ(r) → eiηφ(r)ϕ(r) is a local gauge transforma-
tion. The Skyrme and the Coulomb terms of the EDF
are locally gauge invariant [45, 46]. Consequently, an
instantaneous boost only leads to an increase in kinetic
energy,
∆Ekin =
~2
2m
Aη2〈 |∇φ(r)|2 〉 , (5)
where A is the integrated particle density and the aver-
age, 〈·〉, is taken over the nuclear density profile. ∆Ekin,
which we dub excitation energy, is thus only delivered as
collective kinetic energy, and η∇φ(r) can be interpreted
as a velocity field [46]. By rearranging for η,
η =
√
∆Ekin
~2
2mA〈 |∇φ(r)|2 〉
, (6)
the magnitude of the boost may be fixed for a given
∆Ekin.
As an example, to excite the nucleus by adding collec-
tive kinetic energy via a quadrupole velocity field, one
may consider
φ(r) = η(2z2 − x2 − y2) . (7)
Rearranging for η, one finds:
η =
1
2
√
∆Ekin
~2
2mA〈 4x2 + 4y2 + 16z2 〉
, (8)
which may be used to add a precise amount of excitation
energy, ∆Ekin, to an initial state with known density
profile.
The effect of a time-dependent boost is more difficult
to compute. As soon as some collective kinetic energy
is introduced into the system, dynamics will transfer en-
ergy into other degrees of freedom, e.g., shape degrees of
freedom. A change in shape will thus impact the nuclear
terms of the EDF, and it becomes difficult to find a closed
form for the change of the different terms over time. We
note, however, that the boost can also be thought of as
an external field acting over time; cf., Eqs. (1) and (2).
Within TDHF, this external field will produce a change
in the (otherwise conserved) total energy. One can thus
read off the total amount of deposited energy by com-
paring the initial and the final (e.g., after the boost is
exhausted) total energy of the system.
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